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Election Law Journal 20 (2021) 116-138  with A. Ramsay @ DRA
On Measuring Two-Party Partisan Bias in Unbalanced States

Peer reviewed publications that focus on partisan bias.

Election Law Journal 18 (2019) 63-77.  
What Criteria Should Be Used for Redistricting Reform?  

Election Law Journal 16, 196-209 (2017). 
How competitive should a fair single member districting plan be?

The LRC proposed house map is biased in favor of Republicans.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My research for many years has been obtaining meaningful quantities from data in various fields and my work has been highly referred to in the scientific literature. Since 2012 I have been using this experience to obtain partisan bias in districting plans.  I’ve published these papers shown here in one of the most important journals that deals with this topic.  The highlights in the titles emphasize that measuring partisan bias is more than incidental to my research.  I have also worked with the people at DRA.  Much of my methodology is implemented in the DRA software, and my most recent paper includes one of the DRA principals as a co-author.Rather than diving right into methodology, let me not keep you in suspense about the bottom line for what I am going to show you.  CLICK You’ve heard this before from Chairman Nordenberg and from Dr. Warshaw yesterday and from many others, but I think I can add some important analysis. I appreciate being given the extra time this will take.  BTW, I do this as a private citizen.  I have not been compensated for my work, so I think I can claim to be a truly independent expert.
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This used President 2016 & 2020 election data set
50.15% 2-party D vote

 97.1 D seats, 105.9 GOP seats

 51.31% D vote for 101.5 seats

My invention

My invention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a screenshot from the DRA Advanced section.  A user can choose different election data. POINT My choice here is the election data closest to 50% of the 2-party vote.  That makes it closely relatable to the democratic principle that half the votes should get half the seats.  This table lists a bewildering variety of metrics, each of which measures bias in different ways.  I would love to explain each of them in detail, especially as two of them are my own.  But not only is there no time to do that, it is not necessary when one has an election close to 50%, because then the numerical values of many of the metrics are the same.  POINT  What is especially relevant for assessing the bias of the LRC house plan is that all the numbers are greater than zero.  The DRA convention is that positive numbers signify bias in favor of the GOP and negative numbers signify bias in favor of Dems.  There are no negative numbers here, so all metrics agree that the bias is in favor of the GOP.
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Seats Bias 2.18

Proportionality 2.08

Efficiency gap 2.23

Partisan Bias 2.19

About the same 
when V = 50.15%
Identical @ 50%

Votes bias 51.31% D vote 
for 101.5 seats

Uses Presidential 2016 and 2020 election data  V = 50.15%

Seats bias 97.1 D seats, 
105.9 GOP seats

Votes Bias 1.31%
Mean-median

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s delve deeper into this. This is the DRA seats-votes graph.  It estimates on the vertical axis how many seats would be won as the statewide vote varies on the horizontal axis.  The blue curve is for Dems and the red curve is for the GOP.  I’m proud that DRA uses my proportional shift method to draw these curves, but the simpler, more commonly used, uniform shift method gives essentially the same curves for the small shifts shown here.  C1 This shows seats bias which is defined as 50% minus the seat percentage on the blue curve.  I’ll explain some of these other metrics on a subsequent slide.   C2  The point here is that all are about the same when the 2-party vote is 50.15%. They are identically equal when V = 50%.  C3  Let me also define votes bias.  This is a refinement of the popular mean-median metric. C4 votes bias measures how much more than 50% vote Dems would have to win to obtain half the seats.
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DRA composite election data D Vote = 52.46%

Proportional seats at 52.46% D vote.   But look at seats for same GOP vote.

Seats Bias 2.20

Proportionality 0.50

Efficiency gap 2.95

“Partisan Bias” 2.86

Global Symmetry 2.74

Efficiency gap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most users of DRA use the default composite election data.  It has a D vote of 52.46%.  Even though that is larger than the 50.15% vote for the P16&20 data in the previous slide, this seats-votes curve is very nearly the same as on the previous slide and its seats and votes bias are very nearly the same. This shows consistency of this method of obtaining S(V) curves.  Let me now define some more metrics. The proportional metric is the difference in seats % between the proportional line and blue curve when measured at the dot-dash vote line that has 52.46% vote.  This difference is quite small, so the proportional metric appears much more favorable to Dems when this data base is used.  But look at how many more seats would be won by the GOP if they got 52.46% of the vote.  Half of this difference is the metric that is called partisan bias in DRA,.  That term is a bit misleading because all of these are metrics of partisan bias..  Another metric CLICK is the efficiency gap.  It is the difference between the efficiency gap line and the blue curve at the D vote of the data.  
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Governor 2018 election data D Vote = 58.67%

What is the best vote to use for analysis of bias in PA?

Seats Bias 2.02

Proportionality -5.66

Efficiency gap 3.01

Local Symmetry 6.36

Global Symmetry 2.98

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide uses the blow-out Governor2018 election data.  Again, the blue curve is nearly the same as in the previous two slides. But now the blue curve is larger than proportional @ the 58.67% D vote;  That gives a negative number for proportionality.  Clearly the proportionality metric varies wildly with the data base that is selected.  That can appear confusing.  Here is what is going on.  The S(V) curve has a steeper slope than proportionality. It is closer to the slope of the EG line.  The slope is the responsiveness of a plan.  Greater responsiveness means more competitive districts.  National averages of responsiveness are close to the EG line and that is what the LRC map is giving.  That is good news for people who value competitive elections.  But the S(V) curve lies under the EG line and that is another way of revealing the bias of the LRC proposed plan in favor of the GOP. Still confused? Cut to the chase. CLICK on Q.  
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Difficult question for unbalanced states like MA or SC.

But PA is a well balanced, purple state, especially for 
house elections  

Answer for PA: Only need to look at seats bias because 
it is evaluated at 50% 2-party vote, and the other metrics 
agree at 50%.

What is the best vote for analysis of bias?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer to this question is quite complicated for states like MA or TN that have strongly blue or strongly red populations.  You can read about this in my 2021 paper.  But the answer is not complicated for PA because we are a well balanced purple state.  You can see that here for recent house legislature elections.  Over the last four cycle the average vote is close to 50%  Likewise for the legislative senate, the average is 49% D.  CLICK Answer for PA.
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What about other data sets?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just a clean-up slide. All the other election data on DRA give the same result as the three I’ve shown you earlier. The next to last column shows that none of the data bases gives Democrats a majority in the house for 50% vote. This last column shows that Democrats would have to win more than 50% of the vote to obtain half the seats.     
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Critique of Dr. Barber’s report.

Evaluated using election 
data with greater than 
52.5% Dem vote.

Of course

Geopolitical bias

Why are simulated plans 
so biased?

Of all legal maps

Two options are

A. Pick a random one

B. Pick the fairest one 

Random
pick

Le
Br

on
 J

am
es

Dr. M. Barber histogram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d also like to take a minute to critique one of the assertions in Dr. Barber’s report.  His histogram shows that his simulations would only yield 97 D seats on average compared to 107 D seats in the LRC plan.  His report failed to tell us what was the 2-party D vote in the election data he used.  C1-Close reading of his report indicates that it was greater than the 52.46% of the DRA composite data.  C2- But then Dems SHOULD get more than half the seats.    C3 But why are the simulated plans so biased.  C4 I agree with Dr. Barber that the greater geographical packing of Dems in PA is likely to make the average simulated plan favor the GOP.  Such packing is geopolitical bias due to political geography.  Barber’s histogram suggests that the geopolitical bias is at least 10 seats - from 107 to 97.  I note that Prof. Imai’s testimony had a smaller difference as do two other studies that I know about.  But there is a more important issue here. The basic implication of such a graph is that a commission might feel that it would be fair to randomly choose a plan like one of these simulated plans.  Let me consider an analogy to indicate how foolish that would be.  Of thousands of people who are qualified to play basketball, should a pro coach choose one of those at random to be the team’s center? That’s like picking one of these simulated plans at random.  C5 Or should the coach choose LeBron James? C6. LeBron James is like the LRC proposed house plan on this figure. C7 Of all legal maps, there are basically two options. We should want the best and fairest plan, not an average plan.  Yesterday Chairman Nordenberg read a quote from a recent paper by the eminent scholar Jonathan Rodden that essentially says this same thing.
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Conclusions

1.  The LRC proposed house plan is biased in favor of Republicans by 
about 2%  106 R seats vs 97 D seats with 50% vote.

2.  Dr. Barber’s simulations do not support his contrary opinion 
that the plan favors Democrats.      

Why should the GOP be upset?  The current plan is three times as 
biased as the LRC proposed plan.

Why shouldn’t Dems be upset?  Rules, political geography and 
competing criteria preclude making an even fairer plan.

After generating lots of plans, by computer, by the public, or 
by committee, that satisfy the legal requirements, do not 
choose one that mimics a computer ensemble, but one that 
is fairest to voters by minimizing partisan bias, both 
intentional bias and unintentional geopolitical bias.  Where 
people live should not nullify equal representation of their 
political viewpoint.

Thank you for listening.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main conclusion announced on my first slide Read #1.  Click-1.  Click-2.  Constitutional rules and the political geography favor the GOP.  The proposed plan may be about as good as Dems can get regarding partisan fairness. C3 Read another conclusion.  However, Barber’s simulations do raise an important point that I made in my testimony back in August. C4 Read. Where people live shouldn’t nullify equal representation of their political viewpoint. C5 Thank you for listening
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